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SIAST, U of R sign credit agreement

Corrections grads can apply for credit to Justice Studies degree program

Prince Albert - SIAST and the University of Regina will sign an agreement today that will allow graduates of SIAST’s Corrections Worker diploma program to apply for advanced standing toward a Bachelor of Arts, Justice Studies degree at the university.

SIAST’s board of directors and senior management will be present at a brief signing ceremony. Paul Blain, deputy director of the Prince Albert Correctional Centre, and Brenda Lepage, warden at the Saskatchewan Penitentiary, are expected to attend.

Remarks: Barb Bremner, Associate Vice President, SIAST
Tom Chase, Dean, Faculty of Arts, University of Regina

Time: Friday, October 28, 2005
12 noon

Place: SIAST Woodland Campus
Dining Room

For more information, contact:

Clayton Cunningham    Jim Duggleby
SIAST Communications    University of Regina External Relations
306-953-7065    306-585-5439
306-961-3036 cell    306-536-4312 cell

Additional information about SIAST can be found at www.goSIAST.com.